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01The Virtue
of Extreme
Versatility
Crafted as an easy foundation for 
ultimate comfort with good aesthetics, 
this sofa’s majesty lies in its plush 
seating area and generous dimension 
build that allow you to relax, snuggle 
and spread out while lounging.

Upholstered in leather, this 
masterpiece exudes longevity in mind 
while infusing classy aesthetics with its 
clean lines to round out the look of your 
living room. Comes with adjustable 
headrest and extendable seats so you 
can personalise your own comfort zone.

063-KK-KF.070
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Front View

45 Angle view 02

(3(1a) + Corner + 3(0a) Slide Cushion + Chaise LAF)
Manual Adjustable Headrest
Body/piping in Full Thick Leather
(Facing Left Corner Set)
W.3780 x D.3000 x H.760/970mm 

RM35,900



Wider Seats,  Better Comfort 03
042-RS-B0328-CS
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03 04Experience the endless possibilities of relaxation this masterpiece infuses.

 
Extend beyond your comfort zone with the extra large seats, perfect for 
lounging in your living room or entertainment area.

Sink in this modern creation that features Rozel signature power recliner 
which allows you to relax at an angle that suits you. From lying down to 
upright positions, one thing is assured — comfort in all the right places. 
 
3XL (1.5EL+1.5NA+1.5ER)
Full Leather Power Recliner
C/w Manual Adjustable Headrest
W.3010 x D.1120/1520 x H.890/1000mm

RM17,900
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063-KK-KF.062



This is what mid-century dreams are made off — step back and enjoy all 
its charm and suave. Adopting the Chesterfield sofa’s distinctive 
feature; the deep-buttoned detailing, bask in the luxurious expanse of 
this classic and elegant sofa.

Anchor your modern or contemporary living room with a minimal and 
understated aesthetic like this, enticed with leather upholstery to add to 
the grandeur of this masterpiece.

RM30,890 (1+2+3)

Comfort  Meets Classic05 06
1+2+3 Seater
Full Thick Leather
1s : W.1060 x D.940 x H.730mm
2s : W.2030 x D.940 x H.730mm
3s : W.2340 x D.940 x H.730mm
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063-KK-KF.028



Versatile enough for everyday use yet effortlessly elegant to 
impress your guests. Add warmth and a pop of bright colour into 
your living area with this leather statement masterpiece which 
allows you to keep the rest of the decoration minimal. 

Comes with 2 kidney pillows in feather sensation for optimised 
comfort that also complement the sofa’s decorative edge.

Unique Silhouette Meets
Vibrant Colour

4 Seater
C/w 2 Kidney Pillows In Feather Sensation
Full Muza Leather In Yellow
W.3450 x D.1430 x H.800/920mm

RM15,900 
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09012-TC-8225
034-1574K



Dine in luxury and bask in the sophisticated aesthetics of marble white and 
soft grey. Packing an elegant personality, the table is adorned with marble top 
and bronze base. Paired with these chairs, this dining spot will emanate 
opulence into the whole area.

This dining table features rounded edges and a decorative base that comes in 
a contrast colour to complement the overall aesthetics. With its generous 
dimensions, this table may seat up to six or eight, depending on your space.

Subtle Elegance Ensemble

RM19,900 
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Dining Table 
In Jazz White Marble Top 
With Metal Coated Bronze Base 
W.2400 x D.1200 x H.750mm

Jazz White Marble Top
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063-CS-DT-19047
063-CS-CH-19063



This is a timeless and memorable design that will turn your simple home into 
an on-trend masterpiece. Paired with dining chairs in contrast colour like 
these ones, gaze upon the perfect hint of blue colour and a touch of wood 
and glass elements.

Imbue nature into your dining space the effortless way through this product 
of impeccable craftsmanship. This statement dining table infuses warm 
wood tone and crafted from metal for extra support topped off with an airy 
light tempered glass surface. 

RM8,990 
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Dining Table 
Clear Tempered Glass Top 15mm 
C/w Solid Ash Wooden Leg 
Walnut  & Iron Stainless Steel Base
W.2400 x D.1100 x H.750mm

Delicate Woodwork

Dining Chair 
In Blue PVC

With Ash Solid Wood Leg Walnut
W.521 x D.583 x H.855mm

12
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012-WG-T430-240 063-CS-CH-19005



Uncover a modern shiny aesthetic with this embodiment of timeless 
elegance that is complemented by plush fabric chairs in a contrast, yet light 
colour. Create an inviting ambiance in your dining room with these colours 
of neutral palette and shiny metal.

Meticulous craftsmanship is presented through this showcase of marble top 
meets black titanium base. Accentuate your modern or contemporary sense 
of taste with an extravagant piece that is held by anti fingerprint stainless 
steel base like this.  

Iconic Design
Feats Enhanced Aesthetic

14
Dining Chair 
Body In Fabric Black & White
Back Frame In Pvc Taupe
Leg In Stainless Steel 
W.600 x D.655 x H.810mmDining Table 

Jazz White Marble Top 
Black Titanium With 
Anti Fingerprint S/Steel  Base 
W.2400 x D.1200 x H.750mm

RM24,900 
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063-CS-RT-19070 063-CS-CH9808A



14
Fine dining style comes down to so much more than good food. Make your dining table 
the focal point of your dining room and your dining chairs the backbone for every 
dinner party with family and friends.

Adorned with a tempered glass table top and held together by a unique base with wood 
elements married with smoked iron stainless steel, this table vibes an airy and inviting 
lightness to the surrounding.

On-trend
Aesthetic & Luxury 16

Round Dining Table 
Clear Tempered Glass Top 12mm 
C/w Solid Ash Wooden Leg 
Walnut & Smoked Iron S/steel Base
Ø.1500 x H.750mm

Dining Chair 
In Black Leather
C/w Solid Ash Wood Leg Walnut 
W.527 x D.583 x H.778mm

RM6,990 



View our latest collections at rozel.com.my 
To make a purchase, head on to your nearest Rozel showroom now!


